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I Founded 1937 
Ja,arporated 1969 
Member C.P.S. 111d' 
Inter-Collegiate Press I I _ICII "The only alliance I would make with the Women's Liberation Movement is in bed." Abbie Hoffman 
Vol.XLIII-No. 17 Ithaca, New York, January 29, 1971 
Necessary Says Davies 
PE Dep't Renovates Curriculm 
by Russ Halley 
The office of the Provost in· in~tituted within the next Government in appllcatiom for 
$459,000. This money would be 
s read over the next three 
conjunction with the Physical vears. 
Education Department has · Another 
announced major changes in the· 
curriculum of that department. 
This is being. done in order to 
provide a broader professional 
base for its graduates. It is also 
hoped that these measures will 
prevent the possible elimination 
of the Physical Education 
department at Ithaca College. 
Provost Robert Davies 
explained that changes were 
necessary because of the 
difficulties in attracting students 
to a course of studies that offers 
fewer -new jobs yearly and 
promises a low income 
expectancy. He noted, however, 
that this was not the case with the 
women Physical Education 
students and t hercfore these 
changes will not be primarily 
directed at them. Davies said that 
changes had been asked for 
because the traditional role of a 
physical education department 
no longer applicable to this 
changed world. He made it clear 
that there is no intention of 
dissolving the department, but, by 
assuring diversity, the department 
can offer a more varied profession 
package. · 
. To fulfill these promises of 
broader professional possibilities, 
a number of curriculum changes 
and additions have already been 
suggested. Dr. ·Arnold Wilhelm, 
Associate Dean of the Physical 
Education Department, explained 
that in the fall of 1971 Liberal 
Arts requirements will be 
loosened so as to free 26 credit 
hours for individual options. This 
trend is to be expanded further in 
the future. Dr. Wilhelm also 
revealed that an exchange 
program with Tubigen University 
in Germany was being studied to 
determine its practicality and 
wlue. Such an interchange would 
be valuable because it would allow 
students a chance to learn 
different sports techniques that a 
particular country might excel in. 
Hopefully this program will be 
.. ·l 
Wilhelm loosens requirements. 
offeredinthe~all,~illbetheNew\for studying the proposed 
C?achcs ~cg1~trat1011 Progr~m. progiam. ll will combine the 
D1~ected primar~ly at non-maJors, Psychology, Physical Therapy, 
this pi:ogran~ will allow them to Physical Education, and the 
p~rsuc their coaching interests Speech Pathology and Audiology 
without majoring in Physical departments in an attempt to 
E~ucation. Twelve ~reel it hours review current practices and needs 
will be necessary; nine spent in of the handicapped, as well as the 
general nexessary topics such as existing state and private facilities. 
athlcticsafetyandthrcehourson It is hoped that thi~ 
th c s Pe c i f i c ~Po rt. Upon unprecedented i"edirection of the 
completion of this program the Physical Education department 
student would receive a certificate will make it among the most 
qualifying him .;1s an Ithaca comprehensive in the country. 
College trained coach in the sport. Combined with the features of 
An unprece_dented program Ithaca College, this program will 
still in the planning ~tages is the enable the de 1,Jrt~ent to become 
Handicapped Teacher program. soundly diverse and adaptable to 
This program, under the direction social change. 
of Robert J. C'alicl was submitted 
in November to the Federal Pets 
Ordered 
·Off 
Campus 
by Stephen Jones 
Prin· .lS _(~nts 
Tower Snack Sar To 
Become Coffee Shop 
by Vince 11 Deale 
Acco rd in g to Ed Co h h. hou~e. 
Director of the Egbert Union. the The EUB felt that the original 
coffee house which is presently open snack bar area would be 
under construction in the Towers inadequate because the sounds 
Snack Bar area is "another coming from the nearby Pub 
attempt to improw social activity w o u I d i n t e r. f e re w i t h 
on campus."' performances. So it was decided a 
Last summer, a group of IC' closed area with walls and doors 
· students _working for the Summer would he constructed to separate 
Research Program, a project the two scenes. 
subsidized by the school for the The coffee; house will he 
purpose of bettering the services free-admission and will mainly 
of the Egbert Union, decided that feature entertainers from this 
a coffee house in the Union campus. It will he a site for 
Lounge would be a great Jsset to singing, comedy, and forums, 
campus social life. However, the among other things. It also will be 
idea of locating the hang-out in 
the lounge was reconsidered 
because of the area's smallness 
and the feeling that it serves a 
more worthwhile purpose as a 
study room. The Towers Snack 
Bar was considered next and got 
the nod. 
Money to construct the coffee 
house is taken from funds that 
were originally allocated for the 
purpose of placing two solid 
partitions in the Union Rec. 
Room that would have divided it 
in to three sections for various 
purposes. However, it was found 
that the Rec. Room floor could 
not support the weight of such 
walls, so a folding partition was 
installed in the Union Lounge 
which now divides it into separate 
meeting and study rooms. The 
left-over money from this less 
expensive project is being used to I 
finance the building of the coffee 
I 
furnished with tahles, lounge 
chair~. and rugs, and will have a 
co rkboard wall which students 
can decorate with contributed 
porters, ornaments, etc. "This is 
not just for the people of the 
Towers, but is open to the enti.'e 
campus," added Cobb. 
The program for the coffee 
house is heing prepared by the 
Egbert Union Board, which 
welcomes the suggestions and 
services of anyone interested. 
Presently, the area within the 
construction framework is still 
open to snack bar customers, and 
is expected to remain so 
throug,hout construction. The 
date of completion is not yet 
known. but it is hoped that the 
coffee house will be ready 
immediately after if not before 
Spring, Vacation. 
interest of the ~ollege community, 
it causes hardship for some pct 
owners. Alan Brassloff of Terrace 
IOA took in a stray in October. 
or that he said, "The dog didn't 
bring vermin, and I walked it 
twice a day in the woods so there 
Because of what was termed a 
growing cat and dog menace, just 
before Christ mas vacation, Stan 
Davis, Vice President for Student 
Affairs, enacted a new policy 
concerning pets on campus. A 
newsletter stated that animals in 
the dorms have brought 
complaints from _dorm residents, was no excrement. on the floor. 
disrupted classrooms, have i Everyone loved ~m, and there 
become a nuisance in thel~ere no co~plamts, not even 
cafeterias , and arc a concern of i ~rom the m~ids. We, were silly 
the Environmental Health i ~noug?, to think theyd leave us 
The Public Relations Office has 
announced that Ben Light's death was 
not, as previously reported, caused by 
Cancer. Light reportedly suffered an 
abscess on the liver and was admitted 
to the hospital for Internal bleeding. 
Three major operations were 
performed to halt the bleeding. Light died of post-operative compllcatlons. I r--------1 t GUTS 
l Cornell Library 
I Art Exhibit Committee. f alone. . 
As a result, no pets may be I . Before vacation that Terrace 
housed in the dorms with the · dispatched a petition to Davis 
exception of the Garden with the signatures of all the 
Apartments. Dogs on campus members of the floor, including 
must be leashed and may not be Harry Griggs, the head resident, 
tethered or left in a room asking that pets be allowed on the 
unattended; also they are not floor. They used dorm autonomy 
allowed in eating places. All dogs as their authority. · 
not on leashes will be picked up After vacation a letter from 
by Safety and turned over to the I Davis reached the floor, thanking 
. them for the petition, adding, "It 
S.P.C.:.A. is clear that maids and janitors 
Although the new policy will quit if we continue to ask 
would appear to be in the besf 
continued on page 9· 
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Cornell Fights To Save· 
Flood Damaged Books 
September 14, 1970, seemed 
like Just another Monday morning 
to the staff of Cornell's Carpenter 
Engineering Lihrary. Then 
someone wandered down to a 
lower level, only to find seven 
inches of water and 4,500 very 
soggy engineering hooks and 
periodicals. The typical Monday 
morning cm.led, and a massive 
rescue operation wa~ launched in 
which everything from mildew 
spray to frozen food lockers were 
employed in an attempt to save as 
. many of the hooks as possible. 
The restoration pro<.:ess is still 
going on, and will probably not be 
finished for another six months. 
According to David Sellers, the 
Planning Director and Assistant 
Director of Budgeting for 
Cornell's library system, the flood 
was caused hy the rupture of a 
water main outside the library. 
There was no pump in the 
building's elevator shaft, so thl."" 
water, some 10.000 gallon~ of it, 
poured in throughout the night. 
by Monica Wood 
Alteraportablcpumpdisposedofl halted. Once the damaged 
most of the water, a twenty I 'masterpieces were in suspended 
member task force began the·: animation, they could be thawed 
difficult chore of removing the I at will and restored at a leisurely 
books and drying them. The I pace. Cold as temperatures arc in 
books had to be dried Ithaca, there are few, if any, ice 
immediately and thoroughly, for caves to be found. So instead the 
if left too long. they would library staffers decided to use 
become hard as bricks. frozen food lockers supplied by 
However. there were just too the university food service. 1500 
many books and too few workers. of the most badly damaged books 
Each book had to be sprayed with were packed in cartons and 
thymal, an anti-mold solution, wheeled into -the lockers. Now 
and then fanned dry, page by librarians had time to determine 
page. Such a procedure took one exactly what had been damaged, 
hour per book per person, and as and what was worth saving. 
each hour p11ssed, the thousands This week the first cartons will 
of wet books were deteriorating he removed from the freezers and 
·rapidly. Then the restoration the slow restoration process will 
team. headed hy Sellers and begin ·again. After being fanned 
Richard Strassherg, Olin Lihrary's g_ry, most of the hooks will 
assistant archivist, decided to try a probably have to be re-bound. It 
method which had been used with is hoped that some 900 of the 
some success during water-soaked J ,500 hooks will be restorable, 
pieces of art were taken up to the but as of now no one is making 
mountains and placed in kc ca\Cs. any predictions as to how the first 
There the works were frozen, and thawed hooks will turn out. They 
the pro<.:ess of deterioration was could he perfectly usable, or, on 
the other h:1nc.J, 1500 globs of 
g I uc. Work on the hooks will 
probably last until June, c.la mage 
done by the floods will be "will 
up in the five-figure range." 
Disastrous though the flood 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP was, it could have been much worse. Had an equal amount of 
waler accumulated in Olin 
Library's rare hook room, damage 
would have run into the millions. 
A complete line of all 
Smoker's Supplies 
Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobaccos 
PIPES 
PIPE RACKS 
TOBACCO· POUCHES 
HUMIDORS 
LIGHTERS 
ASH TRAYS 
PIPE REPAIRS 
· Sellers and others :ire devising new 
methods to aid in the early 
detection of water leakage 
anywhere within the library 
system. One of the most 
interesting of the proposed 
devi<.:es is a water detection wafer, 
which, upon being exposed to 
one-sixteenth an inch of water, 
would trip the burglar alarm. and 
bring armed campus police to the 
scene within one minute. The 
police would doubtless look 
ludicrous bursting in with guns 
drawn on a small puddle; hut a 
recurrence of September's flood 
could be averted. 
IC Museuin Exhibits 
Richenburg 
Art Work 
by Betsy Mclane 
During the month of January ; Art, µnd the Museum, of Modern 
there has been an art exhibit at Art. Besides this, he has had his 
the college museum entitled "A· work shown in over fifty 
Selective Review, 1949-70". This prominent group showings_ 
Richenberg Art, everyday becomes 
unique 
is the work of Ithaca College 
Professor Robert Richenburg, 
Chairman of the Art Department. 
The collection is representative of 
the varied styles of Richenburg's 
artistic growth and ranges from 
Chinese Landscape relief 
paintings, the "Optical Series", 
"Black Paintings", and "Shingle 
Paintings" to his more recent 
photo by Barb Goldberg 
Laredo Cigarette Machine -
Fast, Easy, Cheap! 
-------------1 works in paper, plastic, and 
throughout the U.S. These include 
the Guggenheim Museum's 
"J\bst ract Expressionists and 
J mages" and the Museum of 
Modern Art's "Art of 
Assemblage" among others. 
Professor Rh:henburg's art works 
are also owned by many of the 
major private collectors in the 
country. 
Originally from Boston, 
Massachusetts, Richenburg has 
studied at George 
Washington U nivcrsity, Boston 
University, Corcoran School of 
Art in Washington, D.C., Art 
Studies League of New York, 
Hans Hoffman School of Art, and 
Ozenfant School of Art in New 
York. 
( THE 'DMZ' OF THE RECORD WAR ) 
"HE tR/TltS RAVE: 
'I tlJink its a disgrace.' 
-MOTHER OF MANAGER, 
'firoovey' <ADDRESS UNKNOWN) 
-MANAGER,<EDDY ST. RECORDS) 
'TIJis dd will never mdlte- it.' 
-OWNERS,<EDDY ST. RECORDS) 
'AIJ, wlJ11t t"e lie//. ' 
-McW A TT, <CATCH-22) 
RECONNOITER the 
EDDY S'l'REE:r RECORDS 
418 EDDY S'l'REE:'I' 
R2-9S93IOPEN LATE 
SHOTAWAY BOOKSTORE 
JO% SALE 
Soledad Brother 
Socialism m Cuba 
I Ching 
SJeze the Time 
Inner City Mottler Goose 
plus others 
107 S. AURORA ST. 
273-1815 
--- ---
aluminum sculpture. The show of 
over seventy paintings, collages, 
sculptures, and drawings will 
continue to run until January 31 
here, after its recent exhibition at 
Colgate University. 
Sin<.:e 1953 Richcnburg has had 
sixteen one-man shows at galleries 
and museums across the country. 
He also has pieces in many of the · 
major private .and public 
collections, including the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, the 
Whitney Museum of American 
ROBERT JONTOS has made the request that the members 
of the '.!nd floor, West Tower please keep the noise down 
after 12:00 on weekdays. 
Thank-you 
Professor Richenburg became 
Professor and Chairman of the Art 
Department at Ithaca College in 
September of 1970. He feels that 
in coming to IC he has become a 
pa rt of a department which, 
I 
though it is small," is very good 
and well ahead of many other 
small departments. He states that 
it is a great depart mcnt that is 
developing into one of the very 
best. Before coming to teach at IC 
Professor Richenburg held 
positions at Hunter College, 
Cornell, Pmtt Institute, New York 
University, and Cooper Union. He 
now lives in Cayuga Heights with 
his wife and son. 
i- PREGNANT? 
I NEED HELP? 
i .~.-.~:: 
I 
Y~ QUESflONS ON 
ABORTION 
CAN ONLY BE FU.J..Y 
ANSWERED BY 
PROFESSIONALS 
CALL (215) 878-5800 
24 hours 7 days 
FOR TOTALLY CONFID-
ENJIAL !~FORMATION. 
Alaoniom Without D1l1y 
,, 
I 
;] 
~1 
., 
l ---r:-- -
C, 1!171 KrUflc, Coc-,lc wens, Inc. 
Well .. Jou know what 
TH.AT means ... 
TIie Ithacan, January 2~_. 197_1. Pa~~ 
CLASSIFIEDS 
CLASSIFIEDS! 10 eanu per 
,.,ord ... no minimum. Submit ad lo 
THE ITHACAN (~MOmenl of 
Well Tower) or CALL 27•·3207 
Monc1•v-wecinesday, 1·5 p.m. 
Granted $10-;l)lJC) 
Appalachia Journey 
Darlene 0Qnn Carries : 
Highest Ac·cu~ On Campus 1 
by Alison Shor _& Rich Finz.er 
For Audiology Unit 
by Suzanne Manson 
A SI0,000 grant from the will include an audiologist. a 
Charles A. Frueauff Foundation s p e e ch pa t ho Io gist • an 
Incorporation of New York City car-nose-throat physician and a 
to Ithaca College's Mobile. medical technologist. Actual 
Oo some ol you find thal even 
if you study 20 hours a night, 
cram. or just plam cheat-. that the 
spcc1rc of acadcmk prohalion still 
looms 01111nously on the horizon? 
Well. in an effort to curb the 
~uicidc rate, Darlene Dann. a 
ju111or accounting maJlH. has been 
kind enough to share her secrets 
for success in college. Darlene's 
4.0 .1crnm. has buried the needle 
on lhc grad111g computer for so 
long. that she has the highest 
averngl' 111 I hl' college. 
For opener~ Darlene suggests 
gctt111g in on the ground floor. or 
-··~ \ 
USI CLASSlfllDS I 
Buy Fibre opllc lamps and stereo 
componenls at real sludenl prices. Call 
273-3816 for info. 
Sluclent lrav
0
el, lrips, charlers. 
Eu rope, Onent. around the world. 
Wrlle S.T.O.P. 215 OC Shaltuck 
Berkeley Ca. 94704 or see Travel 
Agent 
FREE CAR WASH wilh fill•UP (IS 
gallons or more), 94¢ with flll·UP less 
than Is gallons, SI .SO no gas. Gulf Car 
Wash, 740 S. Meadow Slrcel. 
as ~lw puts 1t; "Thl· early-year~ of -
my cducJt1on were very 
important. I alway~ I ricLI to get in 
wanled: A hand puppel. Must have 
moveable mouth. Call 277-0123 In a 
hurry! 
Welcome to llhaca College, 
Slephan,e Macneill! 
-...:"'-::l 
· Audiology Unit· Appaladda Bound -photo by Doug Finck· · 
Audiology Unit will finance a~ operation o·f the unit runs close to 
one-month tour through the S300 per day. 
Appalachian regions of seven Approximately one mon!h 
states this summer. The unit, advance notice will be giver, to 
originated hy Dr. T. Walter Carlin. each community in order 10 have 
was introduced to the public in l he greatest number of people 
Septc~hcr of 1970 where I possible benefit from the clinic's 
approximately 2.000 persons short visit. During the first 14 
viewed and experienced the days the clinic will make initial 
hearing tests al that time. Dr. stops at the rate of one 
Carlin was able to obtain the community per day for diagnostic 
necessary SS0,000 for the work. During the following 14 
purchase of till' unit from the days, the clinic will return to 
Gehhc Foundation in Jamestown. those same communities for a 
Acting Director of the Unit, follow-up to sec if the prescribed 
Thomas Mullin, said the Frucauff treatment has been effective. 
Foundation grant will enahle the 
-good with my teachers-always 
volunteering, but don ·1 get the 
wrong idea. I wa~n·t always the 
tcad1cr·s pct. In fifth grade I was 
sent to detention because the 
principal caught me laughing 
during lund1." 
Following her good old golden 
ru I c days, Darlene IH·camc 
seriously intcrcsto:d in her grade~. 
But she didn't realize JU~t how 
well she was do111g 1111111 he friends 
began congratulating her lor 
winnmg honor awards. 
Although she studied three or 
four hours a night. Darlene 
avoided subjects she considered 
boring or unexciting. In eighth 
grade. in order lo gel out of her 
English class. she volunteered to 
help write the class constitution. 
And, what ordinarily would have 
taken a day or two to do. became 
a 2½ week chore. When the 
teacher finally realized what w;1s 
happening, Darlene had to return 
to her dull English class. l-lowe_vcr, 
regardless of her personal feclmgs 
toward some courses, Darlene 
always managed to he one of the 
top students throughout junior 
and senior high school. And. since 
unit to travel to comn1unitics 1n T-~----------------------------
Pennsylvania, Virginia, Tennessee, 
Kentucky, North Carolina. South 
Carolina and Alabama. The clinic 
will help people who have no 
other opportunities for diagnosis 
and treatment of speech and 
hearing problems. 
The self-contained vehicle 
carries the latest ~linical I 
equipment and has its own 
GEORGE'S 
for fine food that you·.can afford. 
128 S. CAYUGA ST. electrical power source. The travel staff, although the actual 
members arc as yet undecided, 
·~=====~~====~--------------------~-----------
Donohue - Halvenon 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
• 
Estimates Cheerfully Glvert 
• 
602 W. Seneca St, 
273'· 3393 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
• 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 27~ - 826~ 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC . 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Wrotten Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
l~rt S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Clan of 't,Q 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - B 100 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N.Y. 
'We Welcome Your lncauiry" 
Thinking of you, Barb 
Love, John 
~chool worl-,. ocrupics a substantial 
porl 1011 of her day, ~he st ill finds 
11111 L· lo work for a Certified 
Public A<.:countanl. She is also a 
member of Beta Sigma Phi, an 
1111 ernal ion.ii .,nrority in her 
.:om11111111tv. And. after Jll tlus. 
Darlc1w ,i",11 f111ds time to he an 
a~~•~lanl kadcr 111 lwr lo..:al 4-11 
i:lub. whl.'rc ,he was once a 
nu:mbcr. 
made of." Although Darlene love~ Ithaca, 
Tiu~ year. Darh:nc commute~ ~he regret~ th;1l thl' college 1s still 
from llorselwad~. New York. One ~lrlll!l,!.ling for pr~·sti;e. She admits 
f I I I that the <.:ampus b beautiful. but of her reJson, or sckct ing l la<.:a I 
is that she fmd~ it so similar 10 her feels that the amount of money 
homctown--~mall. comfortabh:. goini-: 11110 it i, mlin1lou~. A~ she 
and relaxing. She i~ not fighting I puh 11. "It'~ really a sh;1mc that it 
again~! the numbers a~ i:omparcd ha, gotten to a point w!1cre we arc 
to the cnormou~ student I sacrificingmtclllgcncctorthesake 
population at Cornell. Although of beauty:· 
I w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'Jellll'11 I 
I FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS i 
I i 
I I 
I I I FLOWER FASHIONS I 
I ====IJy haring== I 
,; I 
I 
I 
I 
I THE CORNERS ITHACA N.Y. I 
i I 
! PHONE 273-0822 YOUR FTD FLORIST ! I l':\,=:.\~~Jllf3illllla~1=i\..,.,..,.._~~,.JIS•JISJlll\'i~• I( 
Get a boot out of life 
Acme 
Dingo 
Dunhc:m's 
mpor1s 
Rand 
Verde 
AU SIZES 
$24.-30 . 
! eo1ege1own~ Boote,y 
\ Fontana's 401 Eddy 
I 
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Editorials-- Ho • Hum 
otherwise known as the Computer Fiasco. But 
We have a question. What's the difference that's neither here nor there. What is here is the bet ween a coffee shop and a !:>nack bar? Better yet, 
what purpo~c docs a second coffee shop serve prognostication that without the income from the 
when one already exists in the basement of Dorm Directory, Delta Kappa might fold. For some that 
strikes no chord of urgency, but in an era where 3'! Could it be just another dull move to enhance 
h we arc supposedly content to do our thing and let 
the already delicious synthcti.cism that cloaks t c another do his - what do we have'! We have about 
South Hill'! Or is this move for once the result nf h 
so m c truly conscientious endeavoring by the 50 guys that are facing the virtual certainty t cy 
powers that be to do something constructive and arc losing something they all love - whether you 
relevant for the students to smile everlastingly and I sympathize or not - namely their Frat. So 
docs this fact fall on substantially concerned upon? But before you answer that quc~tion or 
Admini~trativc cars'? You answer that question. even begin to formulate a response out of the 
But consider this: Did the computer get that doubting frown lining your brow, consider this. 
This lime the Administration is not the ultimate Directory out any sooner than DK purportedly did 
initiator of this asinine move. No, the new coffee not? Nah. Is it a graceful, dignified piece of 
shop soon to he opened in the Tower is the printed matter fit lo mail to all your friends? Nah. 
outcome of a student project. How so'! The Docs it l"ontain more ads, thereby enabling it to 
Summer Research Program took a long h,ird pay for its own publishing, rather than 
definitive look at the disastrous social program necessitating a probable hike in the General Fee to 
that IC doesn't have and decided to make a pay for its costs? Nah. Is the Administrative 
"achievement" available at any less cost to the responsible move to amend that. Whal do we gel? 
A coffee shop we don't need and a dissecting of student than was the DK Directory? Nah. Is it of 
the Pub drinking area that is going to take a while any real significance that the "new" Directory 
to get used to. Incidentally, the way things are programmers have hit upon the remarkably 
going now, the Coke machine in the coffee shop magnanimous idea of adding middle names to the 
will have its own private entrance. !lo-Hum. already overbearing interior, the purpose being to 
But there's more! For 22 years the Delta Kappa streamline the rag? Nah. Finally, has the computer 
Fraternity has been printing up the Student proven once and for all with its coup, it can always 
Directory. It was no Playboy but it at least was the do a better job than any hard-working, 
result of alot more effort than went into the conscienciously minded Frat'? We'll answer that 
creation of the latest Student Directory - one. Ho-Hum. 
·············--··························~········~ ! Letters To The Editor :· 
• To turn the students' case of the able-bodied computer. • 
Ithaca College Primer around. let's look at the lack of Mid-September came no 
Editor: 
Sec Ithaca College ... Sec the 
pretty towcrs ... Sec the open-door 
policy ... Hear the footsteps in the 
hall ... Sec the strange men on 
your floor ... Sec the rohhcr with 
his gun ... Sec the rapist al work 
... Hear your friends' doors lock ... 
Remember Richard Speck 
... Remember the eight nurses .. . 
Remember Kitty Genovese .. . 
Remember the complacent 
neighhors. 
Sec the administration respond 
... to blood. 
How simple can it he'!'! 
Concerned East Tower Residents 
Delta Kappa Speaks 
Editor: 
Responsibility is a word that is 
often used negatively by this 
college's administration in dealing 
with student affairs. They point 
to such things as the recent 
demise of student government, 
and the virtual ineffectiveness of 
student init iativc on campus. 
They kc! we students arc 
irresponsible. We feel they arc 
wrong. 
responsibility on the directory. Mid-October no 
admimstrative ledger, something directory. But alas, mid-November 
that often tends to be obscured, arrived and the spanking new 
for strange reasons, at this school. edition of the student directory 
Delta Kappa Fraternity, hack in was out, a week later than Delta 
1'147, originated the Ithaca K,ippa's latest date. Is this 
College Student Directory. It responsibility'! 
published the book for 22 We of Delta Kappa are 
consecutive years. and the latest approaching the school once again 
edition was priced al Sl.00. to regain the student directory. 
certainly not too ~teep a price. We would like to shoulder the 
The only problem with DK's responsibility and costs once 
.directory, said the school bst again, since it has prov~d apparent 
spring, was that it came out too that the administration cannot do 
late i11 the semester. Admittedly, a better job. We feel that the 
the first week in November is a administration has unjustly 
little to late to receive a list of usurped the responsibility of a 
phone numbers, hence the school student group, and has failed 
took the directory away from miserably in setting an example of 
Delta Kappa, haughtily promising administrative efficiency. At least 
that their directory, with the aid by giving the directory back to 
of a brand new computer, would DK, the school will not h;ive to 
he out in mid-September. So DK meet the huge costs of printing 
lost the directory, which formerly a n d p a y i n g f o r t h e 
supplied a substantial income for c'omputenzatwn of the names and 
the group needed greatly for numbers. (Question - "What is the 
social service activities, and ge ncral fee?) and at least the 
for the perpetration of the directory will be assuredly issued 
fraternity. At any rate, the to everyone. 
responsibility of the 15 or so Responsibility is an important 
students who compile the concept today. I hope the 
dir!:!ctory, and put into the ha_nds admimstration has the foresight to r-------------------------~~--41 return it to an able group, and to 
tb I tb - keep all reponsibility hitherto C, S e I lea. where 1! belongs. • 0 0 • Bob Scandurra 
MEMBER Pres., Delta Kappa 
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Editor: 
I am appalled at the "Revised 
Recommendations for Academic 
Reorganization" made by the 
Long Range Planning Committee. 
These recommendations suggest 
that DrJma be separated 'from 
Radio-Television, Speech and A"rt 
and placed in the School of 
Humanities. The primary reasons 
given arc that Drama and TV-R 
arc a bit incompatible, and Drama 
could work with the School of I Music more easily if il was in the 
1 School of Humanities. 
I I would like to think that the 
! Planning Committee has had a 
) case of temporary insanity. I hope 
i temporary; the case of insanity I 
' am sure of. 
I If Drama must leave the School 
·, of Communications in order to 
have helter relations with the 
School of Music, it must be 
I 
assumed that they will have 
poorer relations with TV-R, 
Speech, and other departments. 
Drama would still be in a School 
separate from Music. It seems to 
me that Drama would have more 
antagonism from more sides if it 
by Phil Frank 
Congress Of Sheep 
by John Kadar 
Student Congress Representative 
This article was written before the disbanding of Student 
Congress. We have been told by Paul Lev.ent,~al that "S!udent 
Congress is a toy we are permitted to play with._ I d_o _not d1Sa~ree 
with this conclusion. It is indeed a toy but, I beheve, 1t 1s a precious 
one. A good toy manipulated correctly can be the source of 
invaluable knowledge. The question which often came to me as I sat 
in S202 was whether those around me were prcpart:<l to receive the 
fruits of this wonderful toy. Now I know the answer . 
To tht: innocent spectator the title "Student Congress" conjures 
up an image of concerned student representatives gathering in S202 
to mull over the needs of the college community - and after 
considerable exchange of views - to articulate those needs into 
prospective legislation. S:!02 is, at best, an utter and complete 
disappointment to any member of the Ithaca College community 
with even a tinge of intellect and an appreciation for political "give 
and take." In place of the excitement that should permeate the air 
Monday evenings in S:!02, one finds oneself overcome by a 
condition bordering on lethargy. The most outstanding occurrence 
these nights is the unrelenting migration of representatives from 
S:!02 - which begins about 7:00 p.m.; that is, approximately one-half 
hour after the opening of the session. At 7:30 or so, the movement 
compares favorably to the flight of denizens from a forest fire. Thi~ 
phemonenon is overshadowed in amusement only by the not 
infrequent monologues of the Congress' Prime Mover (Fearlt:ss 
Leader, as I prefer to think of him). 
There is no legislative process in S202. Proposals seem to become 
final products by a route which surpasses even spontaneous 
generation in "irrationality. The quantity and quality of committee 
work which goes int9 the research of the typical proposal is not 
only amateurish but often frivolous. For example, a recent proposal 
on the grading system which advocated revolutionary change 
contained perhaps three or four sentences that Mr. Cosgrove would 
consider as English language. Furthermore, the re_asoning ability of 
some· members of Congress is questionable. The Grading Proposal, 
for instance, argues that many students drop out of school because 
of the irrelevance to which they arc subjected in the classroom by 
archaic professors who prefer the incentive system. The present 
grading structure then should be abolished and the Spartan mentors 
admonished. In a feeble and obscure manner, the proponents of this 
bill idealized equality as the noblest achievement of mankind. With a 
few kind words from Fearless Lead~r, this piece of rubbish was 
quickly passed. 
Now, I come to praise Fearless Leader not to bury him. Paul 
Leventhal is a hard-working fellow and concerned with the welfare 
of the college community. But so is a shepherd. With a nudge here 
and there the good shepherd usually gets his way. 
Instead of using a long stick to intimidate his flock, Paul uses his 
oratorical ability to lead us to safety. Paul's powerful weapon can be 
countered in the following ways: I. By an individual possessing 
verbal facility equal to Paul's but with opposing beliefs and values 
and/or 2. Through organizational change in Student Congn:ss. In my 
opinion the latter must be the road taken, NOW! To provide for an 
opposition and for its continuation in Student Congress measures 
must be adopted for the creation of some sort of party or adversery 
system. The presence of an opposition, in my judgment, would bring 
about more intense and intelligent debate. In tum such debate 
would like.ly improve the quality of legislation which emanates from 
S202. 
Finally, I would like to urge the members of Student Congress to 
revolt. I am not suggesting an uprising of the rank and file ·but 
rather a quiet and orderly coup to bring quality to an important 
establishment at Ithaca College. In a manner of speaking this would 
be a revolt of th<: sheep. 
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I 
continued from page 4 by Lorin Weigard ! 
The. thing. that scares me about LOVE STORY is that as Erich J School of Music. f 
Segal. its wnter, suggests, the immense popularity of this picture In the second place, I question by Kevin Brownell 
may start a backward trend in films to the once glittering and: whether Music and Drama need '"Crossruff - a series of plays 111 a can! game in which partm:rs 
sentimental Hollywood. Heaven forbid. Although almost anything: each other more than Drama. alternately trump different sulls and lead lo each other for that 
would be a relief from the utterly depressing "realism of the last 1 TV -R and s pc cch need each purpose - Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary. 
three or four years.that "almost anything"docsnot include revivals: other. Acting is undeniahly It i~ not difficult to compare life at lth,1c;1 College to a gamc of 
of Joan Crawford and Lana Turner film replete with a new cast of\ important to film and television. ; p11ch or bridge. The ability lo know how many cards of ea.:11 suit 
faces_fortheescapistaudicncesandthcirsoppingwethandkerchicfs. a~ is playwriting. Spe.:ch is hav.: b.:en played. who 1s holding the remaining trump card~.and 
But if LOVE STORY pays off at the box office, then that ·s inseparable from both Drama and how to play th.: cards you haw h'fl fi!!ur.:s Ill very h.:avily. And, 
probably what we'll be seeing too much of in the near future. TV-R. The logic in separating with th.: stake s.:t al S-l.000 a year. you can't afford to Jos.: too 
Now I have nothing against sentiment. Some of my best friend~ Speech from Drama ~hc;iuld be often. 
are sentimental. But there is a distinction between sentiment and the sc pa rn t .:cl from TV-R hccaus.: Wc arc all part n.:rs. or al least Wl' ~hould he. Our opponcnts. at 
froth that composes the emotional aspects of the non-<limensional Drama is humanisttc and TV-R is least sometimes. arc ;1dminhtrator~ ... thc administrators of lthacJ 
characters in I:.OVE STORY. It isn't even a Jove story. It's about , more t.:ehnical. This is a gross Colkgc. the administrators of thc city of Ithaca. the administrators 
immature pinings and irresponsible desires between unreal people in cxaggcration. Drama has technical of the Stat.: of New York and thl' administrators of thc United 
unreal implications with unreal results that arc somehow supposed courses 111 lighting and stagecraft, I States. Somet_imcs our opponents include _ot hcr_ ~l t_1dc!1t_~. faculty 
to make us in our miserable world feel a bit better. They're a pretty separates from TV-R and Speech. \ members, statf members. and gencrally sell-seekmg 111d1v1duab. 
couple, Oliver and Jenny. He meets her, falls head over heels in Jove but in reality is n<;i closer_ to the Thus, the objective of my w.:ekly writings will hopefully be to I) 
with her, rebels against his father's wishes and marries her, and she cours~s very apphcable tor TV I assist in discerning b.:t wcen our part ncrs and our opponents; ::!) 
becomes ill and dies. But all the while they do the pretty things that and film. And TV-R _ha_s courses determine what our tactics should he (what we should hid. given the 
movie people do; walk in the rain in sub-zero weather, play in the v c r Y ··Pu h I I c OP in 10 n and card-: we hold); and. 3) express mv opinion of what our goals arc or 
sno~, and make pretty love, and even die prettily, while pretty Propaganda", which 1s certainly ~hould be. · ' 
music underscores this prettiness. more humanistic than tl•chnical. Ideas for commentary or contra~lmg op1111ons arc more than 
~o because LOVE STORY has all this going for it, it rejects And even tf such a distinction welcome:. Call me al ccntrcx 3:-h!l or ::'7::'-lJ7::''> or contact me 
reality and honesty and rides its audience headlong into the land of could be mad.: between the through intcr-campu~ mail or in p.:r~on al llolmcs llall. room 310. 
escapism and sugar and spice as we can best perceive it in an age t.:chnical and th.: humanistic. Now, to the business at haml. 
where X rated exploitation films arc playing down the block. wouldn't it be beneficial to the A new partner has appeared on th.: IC campus m l hc form of 
The performances are acceptable in the light of the material al student lo receive education 111 .. The Office", more fcrmally known as The Office of Student 
hand. Ryan O'Neil_ falls perfectly into the role of Oliver, the Preptc both, to gain a broad education, Concern~. Trump cards The Office holds 111cludc concerned. and 
at Harvard, and A_h McGraw compliments his acting very nicely. Ray rather tha11_ _narrowly confine the hopefully dedicated students willing tu work on such vital projccts 
~allan, although ill the background most of the time, presents a fine opportunities of the student'! as consumer protection. draft counselling, faculty evaluation, a 
image of the emotionally incompetent father trying to reach his son It L~ my smcerc belief that the rumor clinic, an ombudsman committee: to help students cut 
son. · · Department of Drama could work through the red tape and a career counselling service aimed at 
. But W?at LOVE STORY boils down to is afternoon soap opera with the ~fosic Department and vocations for social change ... The Office," which opens February I 
mmus chches presented a la an Ivy League version of THE oth.:r Humanistic studies while at 8:00 p.m .. will operate out of the old Student Government office 
GRADUATE and GOODBYE COLUMBUS. It is a reincarnation of remaining in the School of on the second noor of the Union and will be manned, hopcfuliy, as 
Hollywood's material used in the Golden Era.· Even though LOVE Communications. If it cannot latc at night as possible. Pcoplc intcrcsto:d in getting involved should 
visit the office on opening night or .:all ::!74-33{,6 ( x3366) beginning 
February I. How much of a fut urc is in store fur The Office depends 
greatly on how much it b utilized and on how much support it 
receives, both in man power and in break-even funding. 
STORY will propose, "love is never having to say you're sorry", 
sorry, ga_ng but_ LOY~ S!OR~ just doesn't make it. 
Notes 
I 
by Richard Finzer 
EUB will sponsor Mrs. Betty Gonzales at 8:00 p.m. in the Union 
Rec Room on Wednesday, February 3. Mrs. Gonzales will speak on 
"Sterilization as a fonn of Contraception. " She is a member of the 
Association for Volunteer Sterilization. 
••••• 
Harvey Fireside, associate pr~fcssor ·of political science at Ithaca 
College, is the author of a book, "Icon & Swastika: The Rus.sian 
Orthodox Church Under Nazi and Soviet Control." 
• * • • * 
Effective Monday. February I, 1971, dinner will be served in the 
Union cafeteria from 4:30 till 6:00 p.m. The hours in the Towers 
and Terrace cafeterias will remain the same: 5:00 until 6:30 p.m. 
• • • • * 
J can Giraudoux's play, "The Madwoman of Chaillot" - about a 
heroine who leads a crusade against wicked financiers - ~ill begin a 
four-<lay run February 3 at Ithaca College's Main Theatre in the 
Performing Arts Building. The drama will be performed nightly at 
8: 15 p.m. February 3-6. The public is invited. 
* *. * * 
The Ithaca College Museum of Art is sponsoring Photo-Ithaca: 
'71, a second annual cxhibitio~ of juried and invoted photographic 
works for amateur and professional photographers who are residents 
of Ithaca or surrounding communities within 40 miles. 
•••• * 
Dr. Howard Dillingham, President Emeritus of Ithaca College has 
accepted an assignment with the International Executive Sc;..ice 
Corps to serve_ as a volunteer executive in Honduras. Dr. Dillingham 
will be on assignment for two months. 
• • • • * 
The Jewish Film Series begins the weekend of F~bruary 6-7, with 
the screening of "The Fixer" at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Hillel is conducting 
a survey to see if enough students arc interested in having Passover I continuoo on page 9 
I 
SMILE 
thcr.: is something extremely awry 
with the reorganization plan. By 
remaining in the School of 
Communications Drama could 
work intimately with the ftcld~ it 
is related to. 
Thomas B. Nast 
The exodus begins as uarry 
,and Valentine dorms move up to , 
the new spacious Gar~en 1:'~rra<:_<:_ I 
Apartments. Word gettmg back to i 
the Ithacan from those already : 
moved in is that the apartments I 
arc· the best move the college has I 
made in the area of "gcttinr your 1· 
money's worth" to date. 
It our little IC card game we need all thc trump card~ we can pull 
in order to wm. If we play our cards right wc can catch the 
administration in a crossruff. .. The Offic.:" may v.:ry well turn out 
to be our ace in the hole. 
Ncxt week, "Crossruff" begin~ to take a look al the opponents 
and how they can be weakened. 
Mama Told Me 
Not To Come 
by Nuthin Muffins and Awful Waffles 
--In an effort to protect student health. Saga has announced that 
it will soon begin serving chlorinated Kool-Aid. 
* * * * * 
--Due to inadcguatc dormitory heating during last week's cold 
snap, several IC students wcr.c forced to jump start their stereos. 
--Bccau~c of the recent rash of on-campus robberies, the student 
Union has expanded its Lost and Found department to include a 
Ten Most Wanted Lbt. 
* * * *" * 
-As Ithaca College currently faccs a budget crisis, Safety Division 
will not be installing a much-needed escalator 111 their office. 
* * * * * 
-Scalper Charlie, the sleazy. slicked-down used book buyer who 
freq ucntly haunts the student lJ nion. recently visllcd W:·~hington, 
D.C. and offered the federal l Jvcrnrncnt S6 for the Library of 
Congress. 
* * ... * * 
-As a means of curbing the crowded parking cond111ons in L Jot, 
the Physical Plant will beg.in plowing up car~. and towing away snow. 
* * * * * 
-Due to overcrowding m the lkalth Ccntcr, students arc a~kcd 
to cat no more'than seven m.:als a week. 
-In order to promote campus unity, ,>resident Phillips has 
scheduled all future faculty meeting~ 111 the Pub. 
* * * * * 
-In an effort to keep dormitory rcsidcnts contented. the maids 
arc asked to stop placing joy buzze1s on toilet scats. 
by Jim Mitchell 
I 
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Advertisement 
Illusions Beco_mes Intercourse 
llit hy large monetary losse\ '. 
la~l year, llh,tc.:a\ creative ,lrl\ 
maga,1111:. formc:rly named\ 
lllu,1<1n~. took on new :rnd; 
inexpcncnced management un<kr : 
editor~hip of Will Slewarl. who l 
suc.:c.:eelh Ric.:k ,\,am, At the ~Ian : 
of the year. it was r1:'al1.-ed that lll, 
order lo ,tage a heller finanLi,11 I 
showing the maga1.ine needed new ; 
life in the form of hol h ,1 rikmgly i 
different outward appearance~ i 
. I 
ONE WEEK ONl Y 1! 
I 
~n all I 
OGG/ARCHIVE I 
stereo lp's 
and inner organization. Al Ros~. · a touch of Rod t-.kKuen for thi: 
\lusic Editor for a lime, hit upon . folk~. 
a ~tartling new name for the , Because of a small budget. and 
magazine: lnlercour~c. a title.either the lack or the 
~hot:kingly ~1~~ enough l~ evoke unwillingness of writers, 
more tlwn the m~ip1d reac.:tion photographer~. and artists to 
cau~ed by lllu~ion~. While submit matcrial,theeditorialstaff 
warchmg for 1rnar.1nati\'e ideas on ha~ been forced to postpone 
how lo caprivale a i:Jrgcr portion I publication to March '.!2. instead 
or I he ~, udenl body, certain, of having two editions. one for 
unfortunate ,m~un~er~tandings_ as) the foll semester an·d_ ?ne for ~he 
to the purpose of the magazrne ~pring semester. I he niaJor 
were encountered. It wa~ dc~idcd I improvement to take pl:ice in the 
th.it lhc orJ!!IIWI purp<he ol the. fonhcoming edition will be the 
111,1!!.tl'inc would ..:ont1nue lo hl' addition of a fold-out poster, and 
the l'ncouragcment of excellence I color photographs as well as color 
Ill lh1: creative arh anJ that any photographs of all sculpture and 
futurl' changl' would have to takl' painting ~uhmitted. Tilts advance 
I h J), precept ~cr10u),ly inl o will he made pm,sihle hy the 
Mfg. list $5. 98 
SPECIAL 
$3.79' 
:11:count. Ohviow,ly. thl'n. llhaca , money earned from t·he movie 
still ha~ a .. Iii .. magazmc. a It hough shown last semester and I he spring 
11 w i II n e11 her he a work as sem:s starting February S with 
scori:hingly dry a\ thl· tradllional "Far From the Madding C'rowd", 
tome nor. :n thl' opposite and continuing on Fchruary 19 
. cxtreml·. an underground rag wilh with "Goodbye. Columbus", 
I ),h,Hk~ of Ruh1n aml l\fanwn. with l'lfarc~ 26: "V~ll_ey of the Doll~:·. 
Good till Feb. 6 
· ····:•.;·~""·~0 :••X-~·:0 :-•:•.;••X-.;••:O•:•~., A p r , I 2 : • I· r om 11 c re I o t ~. l:lert~il~"·. April . 3: "B~ow:~~~"· + A IC GARDEN t and tin1sh111g April , <> with r he ; ASI T :r, Dirty DoZl'n." Printing problems 
; will hopefl'.IIY he eli!ninaled ~lY a 
Chinese-American Food f switi.:h to <,110111011 < opy of hldy 
I
~. Strl'cl. ( 'ollcgetown. 
114 W. State St. 
272 • 7350 WELCOME 1.C. STUDENTS 
TO 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
~ ... :,-:- u O ,§,,§ G § +++++•:.,e.-:-:• := ·- (A d111 
!he · i,llP 
2027 Slaterville Rd. 
. SANDWICH MENU 
OPEN: Daily at 4 P.M. 
Closed Sunday 
S~wffll 
_,..,.. ... 
Specializing in Italian Food 
New Neapolitan Chd 
SPECIALS ON 
DINNERS - LUNCHES 
CARRYOUTS 
TAKE RTE. 13 
I 
1l 
I 
I 
) 
' 
' 
-----wwww--www•www1 ·- j 
··--------1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
SPRING VACATION RENDEVOUS 
9th Thro 16th Mt1rcll, 1971 
I I Rate includes - $190.00 I -Round Trip Jet from 
New Yorlc City via Pan I American World Ai""'.~ys 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-7 Nights al Bermuda 
Cottage's Mermaid Beach 
- European Plan 
I -Round Trip transfers, I Airport/Hotel 
I I -Gratuities al Hotel 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' t I 
• 
/V\EK_ -'to I~~ 
APARTMENT H01El. 
for further 
Penny Nichols, 273-847,4 
Student Representative Ithaca College 
or 
GUUIVER'S WORLD, LTD., 273-2211 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
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•• I 
211E. Seneca St. Ithaca I 
~--------------------------------
:~, 
::.,.; now: Henry Bennan, WIii Stewart 
Seated: Christine Bangs, Marty Heresntak 
"HAPPY'S HOUR 
FRIDAY 3:00 to 5i:OO 
PITCHER OF "THE KING OF BEERS" 
MiPt)\ SO ELSE-t'tCJ; 
TAVERN 
108 N. Aurora St. 
SATURDAYS NOON "TIL 7 
BLOODY MARY'S 1/2 BUCK 
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Summer Sessions Offered For Israel, Greece, Rome 
, Or Study In London Next Semester 
by Barb Katz · · : 
Why not spend your spring or Israel when he wants to, thus , ·week-end tours will be offered: I) , 1 r O ad Com 111 it t cc vo t e<l Stud\ Cl·lltl·r, in Pan,. Berlin. and 
summer vacations relaxing in enabling him to tour Europe. or I Florence; 2) Naples and Pompeii. , unanimouslv that lthac.1 ,hould !\tad(id wh1d1 .ire open to Ithaca 
sunny lsrnel? Or, if you're the he can go straight to Israel. The Cost will be S800. Cost of J affiliate wiih Schiller in Londun Coll<!!!l" ,tud.:nb. 
ambitious type, join an program set up by Hillel enables participating in both sessions for ! next v.:ar instead of with Bcawr ,\ ;1 \ st u <l l" n t Int crest cd in 
archeological dig; become a the student to choose from a wide twelve credits will be SI .600. J Co ll~••e. who,l" program 111 ,1uuy1;1g abroad ne:,,.t year should 
member of a kibbutz. or study at range of travel possibilities. Dr. Ogden will bl" ll"aching the j Londo~ hJs been under seriou, pick up application forms 
one of the Israeli univers!ties. All Works~ops will ?e se_t up before l1tcraturc courses. and Miss j consideration for some time. n1c 1mmcdi.1tely from !\Ir,. rrel"dlinc 
this and much more 1s made the tnps hy H1llel m order to Carolyn Straughan. a Ph.D.
1
·Provo,1 ·approvcd of 1111, tlmd floor of the ~lullcrFaculty 
possible through the efforts o~ the familiarize t?c people with Israel candidate in ancient and me~icval .recommendation. Schiller also ha, Offi,·e Bmldmg. 
Ithaca College chapter of Hillel. and Israeli customs. Anyone art at Cornell University, will be · 
The Hillel is facilitating trips to interested in either trip to Israel teaching the art courses. I ----------------------------· 
Israel for interested students should contact Michael Stl"rnfield Interested students should pick up 
because of a desire to acquaint in the chaplain's office (x3323) or application forms from John , SUNDAY 
Jews in this country with Israel. at 256-4227, or Wendy Perlmutter Ogden or William Terwilliger of ! 
As Assistant Rabbi Michael at x3642. the Study Abroad Committee. Student Special 
4-9pm. 
St em field stated, .. One of the 
most significant things that the 
Hillel foundation can do on 
campus is to encournge kids to go 
to Israel." So the IC Hillel, in 
coordination with the chapter at 
Cornell, has arranged trips to 
Israel during the spring and 
summer vacations. 
The spring trip will begin 
March 8 and arrive home on the 
22nd. If the participants desire, an 
a II-student tour covering the 
highlights of Israel can be 
arranged hy Hillel. The cost of the 
round trip air fare via .. El Al" is 
S399 or S548 round trip air fare 
with meals, hotel, and a bus tour. 
The summer tour will depart 
June 11 from · J .F.K. airport to 
Paris al which time the stude,i( 
has several alternatives to choose 
from. He can schedule a flight to-
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
every night 
• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
from N.Y.C. 
3 Shows - 10, 11, 12 
(local talent W?nted) 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
Let's hear it for . 
••••• /BRAss•. 
e STUDS .. e 
• llOBLEE'' • •. ,. •• 
··:_:.,'.~· 
A man"s 
type of 
casual. 
BRASS STUDS by 
Roblee. Their bold 
styling's marked by dis-
tinctive bits of hardware. 
With leather that's 
rugged, yet limber. 
Try a pair. 
VAN'S SHOES 
128 E. STATE ST. 
ITHACA 
uother nlen lo IIPPfrl, 
• 7 ; . .- ;. ., .... 4 • ~· ~·· ••• ( ... 
* * • * * 
The Study Abroad Committee 
is sponsoring two summer sessions 
in Greece and Rome. The first 
5-week session (June 21 - July 26) 
will offer six credits in Ancient 
Literature and Ancient Art. Four 
weeks will be spent in At hcrh 
studying Greek literature and 
Greek art and one week in Rollll' 
·studying Roman literature and 
Roman 1rt. In Athens facilitic~ arc 
being p ovidcd by Pierce ( 'ollcgl', 
in Rom, hy the Reline Center ol 
Loyola University of Clucago. 
Two week-end tour, in Greece 
will he providcu. Cost will he 
S850. The ~ccoml 5-wcek session 
(July 27 - August 30) will offer 
six credits of Medieval Literature 
and Medieval Art and will he held 
at the Rome ('enter. Two 
* * * * * 
Dr. Walter Leibrecht. President 
of Schiller College. was on campus 
January 12 and 13 to discuss the 
possibility of -a Schiller study 
center in London next year. 
Birkheck College of the University 
of 1.ondon has ma.de available to 
Schiller the use of its faculty. 
clas,rooms. library. and cafeteria 
for the development of a program 
for American students. Schiller 
~l1Hk11ts will also he able to take 
I wo uf the Universrly"s own 
course, each ,cmc~ter. contingent 
upon the approval of the 
individual instructor. Dr. 
Leihrecht met with the Study 
Ah road Commit tel'. the Provost. 
and a number of interested 
students and faculty. The Study 
ICHABOD SPECIAL STI::AK ......... S 1.95 
CHOPPED SIRLOIN STI::AK ........... Sl.<15 
r/! FRIED CHICKEN ........................ S I. 75 
FRIED HADDOCK ........................... $ 1.35 
All ~erved with tm~e<l ~;dad. Frend1 Frie~ 
or l\la~hed Potatoes. Bread & Butter. coffee. 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
Fri-Sat-Sun-
Sunday-Lynn September 6:00 pm. 
11• E. State St. 
------------------------~----
ITHACA'S 
NEWEST RECORD STORE 
OFFERS THE YEARS NEW SOUNDS 
GEOIZOE HA1lll1S0N 
ALL THINGS MUST PASS 
JANIS JOPLIN 
PEARL 
$6.97 
(3 RECORDS)· 
including 
Srng A Mean Tune K,d/What Else Can I Sa) 
I Don't Want Your Money/Free Country 
When All The lallihtcr Dies In Sorrow 
Free/Molher 
SS.98 
(2 RECORDS) 
lllll'l lJOIIIIG, 
ME AND BOBB\' Mr&I I / A \\11111.\1\; l l 11 l 01111 l \ 
HAU MOOl\;/l"ll\'Di\0\'/MlllCIDlS Ullll/ 
$3.69 
ON SALE WITH 20 OTHER BEST SELLING ROCK 
LP' s SPECIAi.i. Y PRICED AT $219 a~d $f9 
-------------- C O U P O N ·----------------. 
40 :~.~:~rice Y01!It~!!P1CE 
LIMIT ONE LP PER CUSTOMER 
discount 
(OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 12) 
records 
405 COLLEGE"AVENUE 
--~---------------------~----------------------
STORE HOURS· •• fn1 ;JrW., tsH-9 P.& d= .... l~··-
272-221 
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Bail Fund Formed Byl 
I Several Local Shops i 
by Steve Kavee 
It is a fact that a Jarge ! frt: taken by the area for revenue. ! 
percentage of the peoplc in jail in I The money fort ht: fund will ht: , 
the U nitcd States arc just awaiting \ raised in two way~. First a few of 
trial and have not a~ yt:t hecrr tht: stores in lthac,1 hav~ agrt:ed to : 
convicted of any crime. One a voluntary '"pt:oplc', lax.'' The '. 
reason for this i~ the enormou~ tax i~ paid when you make a 
back-log in the American court purcha_sc from the sto~es I 
system. Bui ha~ically people coopt:ratmg with the fond. It 1s a 
withoUI enough rno~ey to pay_ for i small percentage of the price, in 
hail canrwl leave J~~I 10 work l<J I addition to the regular state tax. 
pay for a lawyer. I he} :ire lhcn The fund is abo asking tht: stores 
condemned lo a Ion!! ~lay 111 1•111 : 10 conlributc one per cent of their 
1 
wa1t111g for thc11 casl' lo !!<> 10 I gros~ ~ah:~. In addition to this, 
courl. Thi~ c:in hl· lo1 ,cvnal thnc will hl· a pl:ice for 111dividual 
Wt:t:b OI llhl •• , l',lSil}. ,I lc'\\' l"Olltrihu11011, Ill lllllSI of the 
vcars. <Jore~. 
· In a rl·,punsc lo 1111, ,11u.11ion., The la\ will he d1,1rihuted to 
a nurnlwr ol pl·opll' \\ ho hl·hcVl' 111 : I rel' .,~ many peop)L' as possible 
the concept ol ··,nn<Kent unlil: ,1l·l·oiding 10 lhcir financial 
proven guilty." fwve orj!ani1.cd lhc ,i1ualion. The as~umplion is lhal 
llhaca Bail Fullll. A, member, 0 1 h.iil "lll'ver ;1 prohlcm for the nch 
the lthaea Communily. llH'Y arc lwl "for tho~c who arc poor and 
cst,1hl1~hmg ,1 fund 10 rl·k:iw' c111no1 al ford ii 
pcopk from lhl· J.11b 111 lhl· .irc.i.; f°hl' !!IOLIP lwlicve~ that a, 
.1ccord1nj! tn ncl'd {lp<>n ind1\'iduab we arc powerks~ and 
appearance 111 eourl. lht· b.nl '. at 1hc Illcrcy ()f thl· hail ~yslcl!l. 
money is rclurneu. with a·,mall \ lfowever. a, ;1 community we can 
!, r;1i,l' enough monl'y to keep To Keep Your Spirits Up l'vciyonl' out on hail. 
PHONE 272 - 2111 \ Sorne of the ,tores 
I eontnhuting to the People, Tax of the Ithaca Bail Fund arc: Magic H & H Liquor & Wines I Mushroom. Guit.ir Workshop. 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
Your Closest Uquor 
Store to Campus 
Shotaway, Olt\'l' Trel", l:ddy 
St rcct Record~. Draj!onfl} and 
l\farakcsh. 
The sueccss or the fund 
depl·nds very much on th.: 
support from the l'Olllllll!n1ty in 
cunt rihutions and discussrng it 
with other people.· 
··································································· • 
_Grant 
Process 
Explained 
by Betsy Mclane 
Assistant Professor Glenn 
Vogel in the chemistry 
department has recently been 
awarded a S 1000 grant from the 
Gulf Oil Corporation. The money 
will be used for the purchase of an 
I.R. instrument which he is using 
in his studies concerning hydrogen 
honding interraction. Professor 
Vogel is in his first year of 
tead1ing at Ithaca CoJlege and this 
gra nl was applied for hy the 
chemistry department's chairman 
Dr. Koch for this project. 
Colleges get grants of this type 
frequently via a competition 
procc~s used by all educational 
mstitutions. It works this way. 
There is a list of organizations and 
aswciations which have money 
designed for distribution to 
educational research and progress. 
An individual or institution that 
requires fund~ for these purposes 
applies for a grant. Each 
hencfac,or has his own method of 
acquainting himself with the 
applicants and selecting the 
rccc1vcr of the funds. Usually the 
group donating the money desires_ 
an accounting of the men to whom 
the money is going: a list of their 
background, publications, and 
gcncral qualifications. Along with 
t hi~ a proJcd outline is desired 
with mformation regarding work 
I hat has already been done on the 
s u hj cct. A file containing this 
information is submitted to the 
organi1.ation and from these a 
rt:cipienl of the grant is chosen. 
Professor Vogel felt that the 
particular file that got him the 
grant was one of the most 
complex aiHl eompletc forms he 
I The Ithacan Asks i . 
by Steve Kavee 
The Ithacan trys harder. Just to prove it we present a new column 
creatively entitled, The Ithacan Asks. In this week's column we 
asked a number of students what they thought of the controversial 
move made by Student Congress to dissolve. After explaining to the 
first I 5 what Student Congress is. we finally got lucky. Fate took a 
hand and we were provided with some witty and intellectual 
an9wers. 
Question: Were you aware of 
the Student Congress move and 
what is your opinion of it? 
Kevin Hastings, '72: Yeah, I 
knew about it and I thought it 
was pretty cool. Nadit should be 
elected president of the school or 
at least the student bod~. 
Barry Teicholz, '72: l could 
understand what they did since 
they felt they were being used. I 
felt it was a power play of sorts to 
recognize their rights. It didn't 
work that way though. 
· Spring Vacations are fun to planl 
ha~ yet ~ct:n. Fortunately, !C's .,.. 
ehcmistry department received 
,..AJJ.,·.: 
• 
• 
• 
• .
• 
• 
• 
• 
see 
Stone Travel ·Agency 
414 EDDY STREET 
273 4443 
your complete travel center. 
the grant: hopefully future efforts 
will be as successful. 
-- -
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 • 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
For first class fare on Winter Weekend, 
bring your date to 
a restaurant for an un-trained generation 
West Buffalo Street Ithaca, N.Y. 
For Reservations, phone: (607)271,-2009 
Muriel Shep, '74: All I can say Anne Rice, '72: knew they 
is -it's such a struggle with out it. dissolved and I wondered - what 
But then, on tht: other hand, are we going to do without 
paying S4,000 a year we should Student Congress. As ineffective 
have all the benefits of college, as they were they still got some 
including a Student Congress complaints to the administrators . 
whether it docs anything or not. 
I 
. Lynn September 
folk - rock , blues - sin~er 
underground rumpus room 
LEONARDO HOTEL 
105 N. · Aurora St. Sat 
Sat. Jan 30, 1971 
& Feb. 6, 1971 
no adrruss10n charge 
, ....•...............................•...............•...•..•.. 
LAFAYETTE 
your ele~l~oni~s supermorkel 
STOP IN AND 
SEE 
US! 
BOXCAR COLLEGETOWN 
' 
······························································ 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
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71 ·Rose Ball Will Rock 
Tonight At 7 
by Richard Finzer 
"'!'e hope to give IC sc;>mething 1· This year, instead of partaking 
they can be proud of, something of smooth dance music, those 
that will build school spirit." attending the Rose Ball will be 
These were the words Dave dancing to the rock-blues sound 
Wachtel used in describing the of Eben Flood. Dave added that 
1971 Delta Sigma Pi Rose Ball. this year the semi-formal quality 
Dave, social chairman of Delta of the Ball will be changed to that 
Sig, has made several changes in of a cocktail atmosphere, but a~ 
this year's dance, in the hopes of he put it, "No blue jeans". 
giving students a more enjoyable Dave also spoke about the 
evening. most important part of the Ro~c 
Pets. 
continued from page l 
· evening, one of these girls will be 
, crowned Rose. According to 
Dave, the winning finalist will 
rcceiw a dozen long-stemmed red 
roses, and a tiara. In addition. she 
will then be competing in both a 
regional, and hopefully a national 
I Ro~c contest, for the coveted !ilk 
: of Rose of Delta Sigma Pi. 
: This year's Rose Ball will be 
i held tonight, January 29, in the 
I Terrace Cafeteria from 7-1 I pm. 
it High 
Buffalo: 
Rm:hi:stcr: 
Syracuse: 
appearing ,ll Klcinhan~ Mu~1c· Hall 
l\lELANIE. Fd,. 13. 8:00 p.n1. 
JOHN GARY. Fch 1-L •J:00 p.111. 
appearing al W.1r ~knwri.tl 
CIIICAGO. Jan. ~·> 
TIIREI·. DOG NIGHT. Feb. ~7. S:00 p.n1. 
appearing at Syran1~,: l:niwr~ity 
GORDON LIGIITFOOT. Feb. ~o. H .ind 10:00 p.n1. 
( Date of appearances for JII performn~ ,lfl' lcnt.111\l' :111d ~nb.1cct 
them to clean up after pets. 
Dormitories have autonomy in 
certain things, but certainly we do 
not permit a dorm in its 
autonomy to keep a cadaver or 
lock itself off against 
innoculations from some dreaded 
disease ... Dorm autonomy 
cannot override these basic rules 
of health." 
Ball, the crowning of the Ro~e of 
Delta Sig: He said that the list of 
ten hopefuls had been reduced to 
five finalists. The girls arc, 
Lindsey DeRose, Jeanne 
Kimmcrly, Cindy Koepper, Meg 
Snyder, and Karen Walson. This 
Tickets arc on sale in the Egbert 
Union lobby. and will be available 
at the door for 7S cents. There 
will be I wo open bars, and the 
hrothe~ of Delta Sig invite the 
entire cam pm to attend. 
l ~o possible change. Tid..:ct~ _arc availa_hk :11 !~lace _ot pcrft~rn~ancc :~nd m some c:1si:s elsewhere 111 the c1l1cs. hir further 111(or111at1on contact l he listed place of pcrformann·. 
·······························································~· . 
Brassloff was given five days to 
get rid of the dog, after which 
Safety would intervene. He 
commented, "Persons having the 
approval of the floor and head 
resident should be allowed to 
keep pets under dorm autonomy. 
Why not crack down on refuse, 
pollution and destruction, which 
are more of a health ha1.ard than 
pets." 
Notes Cont'd 
continued from page 9 
Seders. Shabbal dinners arc held every Friday evening in the 
DeMotte Room of the Student Union al 5:30 p.m. For information 
on any.of these items, please contact the llillcl office at x3323. 
* * * * * 
The IC Film Society will he showing "La Dolce Vita" at 8:00 
p.m. in Textor llall, on Wednesday. Fchru:1ry 3. 
On campus next week: Feb. I. Aetna Life and Casualty Co. 
Seeks: all Degrees. Feb. 2. E:1st Syracuse - Minoa Central School. 
Seeks P.E., llcallh. Music. Feb. 3, U.S. (;cneral Accounting Office. 
Seeks Accounting. Business, Economics, Mathcmatks. Feb. 4. 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. Seeks all Degrees. Fch. 5. 
Burroughs-Wcllcomc Co. Seeks all Degrees_, 
,--,--__ T,_h_e _s_A_V_OYARos-::~;::--
1 
i and 
OPEN TRYOUTS 
for chorus, leads and orchestra by Sir Arthur Sullivan 
1.0A.DIKG DOCK 
Friday & Saturday nights: 
TONI'S 
PLEASURE 
FINE DINNER FROM 6 P.M. DAil..Y I FEB. 2&3 7-10 pm. THE GONDOL!!SRoom ~i,!;,t'~;,:;ght 
I FEB. 4 2-4 & 7-10. call Plmllis Mu,_h_r_2_1 ... 1 .. -.. 061, .. o ___ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· 1..-. - ·- - - ...... .-...-...-..7~....,.,_.......,.._...-..._..,.......,..._....._.....,...._.. ............. _ - - _,_.,...  ... I .. 
PERSONALLY ENDORSED BY BARB & CHUCK! 
__ ..,.... ...•...•...........•.•.•.............•..................•.................... 
Elmira 
Dinner 
Road, 
and Intoxicants 7 nights 
Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. 
. 
. 
, . 
. ,
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------~~~-~----------~---~----~. ! Gymnasts Open With I 
I Trenton ; Montclair ! 
I I I by Jim Nast I 
La!>t week the IC gym team 
lost its first two meets to Trenton 
and Montclair State. More of a 
loss to lhi.: ti.:am than these two 
meets wa~ thi.: loss of the team's 
number one allaround, Craig 
Kolloff. 
On Friday night, January 22, 
the Bombers Jost to Trenton by 
the closi.: score of ll4.75 to 85.15. 
The meet was close right down to 
the final i.:vent. the lugh bar. 
Kolloff ran one of the best 
routines of his college career. All 
went well until he prepared to do 
his dismount. On his last giant 
circle, he hit the mat under the 
bar. Thi~ slowed his speed and 
caused him to tuck to avoid 
hitting the bar on his flyaway. 
Craig, in the lucked position. 
overrotated and could not land 
properly. lie fell and dislocated 
one of the small hones in his 
wrist. Despite this fall, hl' still 
placed first in allaround with 
30.05 points. In addition. Kolloff 
took first in parallel bars - 6.40, 
and third in rings - 3 .65. 
Other top scores for llhaca 
College came from Lee Multani. 
He look second on floor exercise 
with a 6.15. On rings he scorl!d a 
4.25, sidi!horse - 2.90, and third 
place allaround with 2.LI 5 points. 
Team captain Tabor Aml!s took 
second place high bar with a S.55, 
Steve Swanson placed third on 
parallel bars with 4.25. Barry 
Kaufman, who ha~ become the 
team's third allaround man, 
finished third in floor exercise 
with 5.85, and placed fourth in 
allaround with 22.75 points. 
On Saturday, January 23, the 
Bombers had an event against 
Montclair, a much tougher team 
than Trenton. Lee Mullani started 
the team rolling by taking first 
place in floor with 6.80. Barry 
Kaufman took third with 5.85. 
Steve Leader look third on the 
parallel bars with 5 .90 and 
Captain Tabor Ames came 
through with a second on high 
bar, scoring 6.55. Final score was 
Montclair, 120.15, IC, 85.50. 
The Bombers had started 
hoping for al least a 500 season, 
but the team has been plagued 
with injuries. Steve Ablcy and 
Conrad Market were hoth 
benched with pre-season mjurics. 
Si!nior Marty Elms is out with an 
injured arm, and Karloff is now 
out for the sea~on. Several of the 
other members arc competing 
with minor injuries, notably 
Captain Tabor Ames. who has 
hl'en going up with an injured 
knee, which is preventing him 
from doing his dismount from the 
high bar. The IC gymnastics team 
is home this weekend; Friday 
night at 7:30 they take on Coast 
Guard and Saturday at 2:00 they 
face Oneonta. 
Women's 
Basketball 1 Pucksters 
The W.A.A. Varsity Basketball 
team will begin its 1971 season on 
Tuesday, February 2, al Oneonta. 
This season will be five 
rct urning members from last 
year's squad. They arc Seniors 
Chris Holden, Kathy Minich, 
Juniors Sandy Dusenbery, Debbie 
Houston and Sophomore Cathy 
Kunz. Other members of the team 
include Senior Karen Stadeck, j 
Junior Nancy Widger, and, 
Freshmen Nancy Butler, Marcy 
Regan, Pam Schule, Barbara 
Kusik, Cal Collins and Linda 
Korp. The squad is coached by 
Miss D. Kostrinsky, and assisted 
by Miss R. Marks. The team is 
managed by Freshman Melanie 
Kapncr. 
' This season schedule includes: 
Feb. 2 - Oneonta • A, Feb. 3 -
Cornell • l-1. Feb. 9 - Cortland - A, 
· Feb. I I - Brockport - H, Feb. 17 -
Brockport - A, Feb. 20 - Cornell -
H. Feb. 23 - Cortland - H. 
Just before a hockey game, 
there are two things that always 
creep into my head and bother me 
prior· to the opening face-off. 
They arc bagels and hemorrhoids. 
My diet. compliments of Hal's 
Delicatessen, forcrunning any 
athletic contest, has alway5 
included three bagels, loaded with 
Phiadclphia cream cheese and a 
bottle of Yoo-hoo, that chocolate 
drink endorsed by Yogi Berra. As 
the game-starting whistle to the 
Rochester contest approached 
the three bagels now exploded in 
my lower tract and the rumble 
downstairs felt like Bobby Orr 
taking slap shots around my 
intestines. This happens every 
time I get involved in a sport and 
· 'twas particularly bad after I had I 
run eight miles in the Boston 
Marathon last year. The 
hemorrhoids, I'm told by medicine 
men, are a direct result of the 
TODAY A~+ THE 
r'la.un~ gtol··· 
CREATIVE ACT! 
··am --- -- , __ _ 
.·~ •' .,~·, . . . . ~-
Cagers Clobber Alfred 
ITHACAN 
, 85~60 
by Phil Chardis 
Using a balanced attack that ! move to tig~ten the score. Shaw ·1 '.'V!lliams left the game wi~h his 
. t w ·Ive men score the IC \ hit three quick shots. rebounded, mJury. and also wound up with 16 
::;sit ye hoopsters nail~d down I and played tenacio~s d~fcnse. in l points. Doug C'amphell, who gets 
their ~econd win of the year and sparking IC to their nme pomt bette_r every game h_ad numerous 
broke a five-game losing streak, at lead. tap-ms and offensive rebounds 
the hands of a hapless Alfred U. The second half showed more and also had 11 points. Veronesi 
squad. At the final buzzer, the of the same, ~ith the 8?mbcrs was the game's high-scorer with 
scoreboard read 85-60, m a continually addmg to their lead. 19. although not having one of 
Bomb er romp. The big lead Hollowell, evcnt~ally chosen as the his better nights. Credit has to be 
enabled Coach Hugh Hurst lo do game's outstanding player (a new given to the Captain of the 
some experimenting, in his quest tr?dition at I<:, I guess), showed Bombers, Brian Chafin. Brian 
to find the right combination of lus reb~undlD.!_P~~--after plays his excellent defense game 
shooting, rebounding, and after game, usually against the 
defen~e. Although he may have opposing team's high scorer. He 
found it with his current starters, usually leaves the scoring to his 
the boat was rocked a little when backcourt partner, but is not 
junior center Mike Williams was lacking in the offensive 
forced to leave the game early department, either. He has the 
with an ankle injury. If Mike can't ability to spark his team. also, and 
go against Cortland and Oneonta, get the big basket, as shown by his 
Hurst will have to go with some driving lay-ups vs. Alfred. The 
stri:ngth on the boards, and that Blue could not have picked a 
means starting Denny Chakas in better team leader. 
the middle. or· moving Doug The 85 points is the highest 
Campbell to that spot, and kaving total run up by Ithaca this year, 
the other forward spot up for and maybe ii is a sign of things to 
grahs between D;ive Dibler, Jim come. The squad is loaded with 
Shaw. and Irv Nash. talent, and if put to good use, 
Neither learn shot particularly could st ill give Ithaca an 
well in the opening minutes, and outstanding record for the season. 
the game wa~ a toss-up. Ithaca's If things continue to jell, the 
rn o~I potent offensive weapon, Bombers could hold their own 
Paul Veronesi, was on-again against teams like University of 
off-,1gain, 1,ut got enough scoring 1'1~:-.-~-~!!~ , Buffalo, Buffalo State, Brockport, 
help from Dave llollowell to give ,~ and University of Rochester, and 
the Blue a 40-31 half-time lead. · ; pull off some upsets. First they 
Gu,1rd Jim Dunn kept Alfred in must travel to Oneonta tomorrow 
the game by pitching in 10 points - night, and then come home to 
by halftime. along with 8 by ---. play Utica College on Monday, 
Kevin Cregan. It was Jim Shaw __ ,. -.• and Clarkson Tech on Wednesday. 
who picked up lth,1ca in the first ,.:::."'-- .... -.: Game time for both games is 
half when the Saxons made their pbOIO D)' KJCDalU :,nup 8: 15. The Bombers arc rolling! 
Veronesi guns down Alfred 
Split With HIT;. Hamilton 
by Mike Quint 
bagels. For those intcrl!stcd each one capitalizing on the 
parties who arc not quite familiar teammates loyalty to one another. 
with hemorrhoids, it is like having Clearly male chauvinism at its 
athlete's foot in onc·s derriere. I ! zenith! In the end, after all the 
only mention these two incidents gloves and sticks were picked up 
because they were, precisely and distributed to their rightful 
distressing during Sunday owners, Bortz and Tom Villa of 
evening's hockey collision versus Ithaca, and Skivington and John 
Ro e h cs t c r r n st it u t e of Lloyd of the hosts (and not very 
Technology. genteel ones at that) were given 
T h e g a m c w a s a n the thumb for the game. Despite 
extraordinarily long and dull one, the cros., body checks, the elbows 
laking well over three hours to 10 the ribs. and the bodies· 
classify it as history. At the end of smashed to the boards, pugilism 
the show, Ithaca was up, 5-3. This was dead for the evening. 
is the way it looked in the In the parade of scoring, the 
meantime. Midway through the Bomber boys drew first blood 
first period, passes went awry, when Don Young rifled home a 
linl!s changed, and the puck shot past RIT goaltender Art 
teeter-tottered from one end of Glcnz six minutes and twenty 
the rink to the other. I yawned. three seconds into period one. 
Three minutes and twenty Paul Woytko and the later ejected 
seconds later r knew something Tom Villa served as bridesmaids 
interesting was going to happen to Young, assisting him on the 
because I watched the Rochester bingo. 
cheerleaders lift off· and yell, In chapter two, Bob Corran · 
"White bread, rye bread, and Dennis Egan scored goal, 
pumpernickel, challah, -All those assisted by Jim Talentino, 
for Rochester, stand up and Woytko, and Talentino again, 
hollah!" respectively. Between Ithaca's 
And holy cow! Down by the second and third scores, 
dark side of the moon (behind the Rochester's Bill Lukaszonas fired 
goal cage) Ithaca's Gary Bortz and a bouncing grounder to IC goalie 
RIT's Mike Skivington were Bob Forester who found "the 
squaring off and trading punches. bagel, that unsweetened donut 
What looked like a private affair, I with rigor mortis" (puck, if you 
acveloped into a barroom brawl prefer) .too hot to handle an~ j 
on the i cc, in a full-fledged watched it fall from his glove into 
knock-down, drag-out derby. At J the net. 
least four other bouts ensued, , The first two acts were. of 
-~-~--~--~----------~----~--~--
SOFT AND HARD· ICE CREAM 
SODAS 
SUNDAES 
SHAKES 
Try our 
SPEEDY 
CAKES I' 
DELIVERY SERVICE!I 
I 
PHONE 272-7051 I 
-----------------------------------· 
376 ELMIRA RD. 
course, tollowcd by a third. The 
fthacans clearly dominated this 
chapter as they had the previous 
two. By now, the passes were 
beginning to find their proper 
homes and the drollness was cased 
away in addition to any more 
discomfort that was much to my 
chagrin on those hard bleacher 
scats. Bob Scanlan and Paul 
Woytko nailed home a duo lifting 
the story to 5-1 as Talentino 
picked up his third assist of the 
evening along with Egan, on 
Woytko's slam, and Paul hiked the 
puck to Scanlan on the latter's 
killing. 
At 16:40 of the thfrd, RIT's 
Jim Baker found the range on a 
post-shaving score and turned up 
his trumps again eight seconds 
later on a slapper that caught 
Forester napping. Ithaca's r1 
nctkecpcr had an easy night with / 
16 saves as compared to 39 for 
Rochester's Glenz. The victory 
gives Ithaca a 5-up, 3-down 
win-loss record while RIT stands 
at 2-7. 
Last week, Ithaca traveled to 
Hamilton College where the 
Bombers skated to a 9-4 loss in a 
game this reporter was unable to 
attend. Ithaca, now on club status 
and allowed to use Freshmen, 
gave the young'uns a workout, 
especially rookie goa·lie Joe 
Bcidron who established a school 
record of 63 saves. Coach Keith 
had this to say about his keeper of 
the cage: "Joe deserves alot of 
credit. let's face it, Hamilton is a 
strong Division II team. We've 
never beaten them and it was his 
first game. He allowed us to make 
a run at Hamilton in the third 
period." IC's four goals came 
from Gary Bortz, who scored the 
beanie trick, Jim Coseo, and 
Dennis Egan. 
The icemen travel to Lehigh 
this Saturday to strengthen their 
hold on second place in the Finger 
Lakes Collegiate Hockey League. 
One final note on Berra. Yogi 
used to eat bananas with mustard 
by the bunch before a game. How 
come he never developed 
.Aemorrhoids? 
., 
" 
., 
,, 
, 
,, 
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Broclcporf On Sat. MIAA Standings 
RIT Triumphs Over Swimmers a, of January 2(,. I <)7 J 
Basketball 
..:iDl!l.lL 
Some, 
Celtic, 
(;rump, 
l;n·mlm, 
.lcL 
(,-2 (,-, 
The lthaca College Swim Team 
lost two meets last week against 
stiff competition from Hobart and 
powerful RIT. Its record now 
dro s to 2-4. 
by each in the I 00 Free and 200 
Free respectively. Co-qptain 
Basos scored a second in the 50 
Free next, but equaled his best 
time of the ear with a 23.5. Stahl 
~i~· '·]::-.. •. i\ ·~ :i-: 1 ,.  . ' . -. -- •' 1/., ·-~ 
. . .- .... ---- ·• .. ......... ,, . 
,.,_.,. 
1,..·. 
··- ..,~-=--··· -~~ 
-
' Rimbault beat White for an IC 
sweep, setting a new IC record of 
5:39.5 in process. Bruce Dailey 
scored a point for Ithaca with a 
third in the :wo Breast. Wolbcrs 
then won the 3-Meter Diw to lead 
IC in scoring for the day. The 
Bomber~ won the last relay with 
PRO LEAGUE 
..l;m_ 
Bearded Clams 
111111 RL'\"ISltCd 
Panthers 
)llcrkins 
Rag men . ·,. , ..... $.w:-·.~--,, ~~~ ... ·~,,-. ··.t_· 
,_.,,.., I, •• 
.. .!..; -·-
! . Basos, Townsend, Rimbault and 
I Stahl to wrap up a day which . 
i de~pitc the loss, had to he 
Son~ of :\m. R..:v. 
. ,. _._. ,.,. ..•. 
,...: . :;,,.\r-
satisfying to all involved in terms 
of performance and limes. 
The swimmers face Brockport 
State at home on Saturday in 
what has to he rated as an cwn-up 
meet. The Bombers will he 
!
looking for their third win of the 
season. 
13th Floor 
(\•nt ral 
Bro1,ksies Br. 
Fm: Jlnu~,: S 
RIJHlff~ 
llot Flashes 
Speellhoys 
Oorm 9 "A" 
Nest le, Quit:).. 
I
____,..,.-..,._..._...-,.._,.._...._..~~ 
_.- ~~~;.. I.C. Athlete l ~~~:'~: K 
'somber Fin-Men scutded "photo-by eirl> Goldberg_-t Of The Week t Pi Lam 
;:~-'\ ··: : ••• 7,_ 
• 
RIT 71, IC 42 broke his own IC record with a i t DL·lla Kappa Quct.:rwing 
SpartJn~ Just too much power was the 2: 13.5 in the 200 IM next but ' V ,irsil v basketball player Dave I problem Saturday at RIT as the 1., 1 ., i · . cou u manage on y a seconu, Hollowell. a sophomorl' from 
Bombers lost their fourth meet against the powerful RIT ;ill;1d .. ii Canisteo. N.Y .. and swimmers Landon An1mah 
this season. The score docs not w 1 · I 1 1 ' I Takot I Tod, o hers contmuet to ook gout. t John Baso~. a ~cn1or from Quarry Athktic 
tell the real story, though, as getting a second in I Meter Divi: .. Binghamton, N.Y .. Jnd Jim Stahl, 
many of the lthacans posted their I ti JOO 1-1 s 11 · 11 J I I' I n 1c ~ · y. ta 1_ agam pu e1 , a freshman from Corry Ari.:a, a. COLL.l·(;Ji\TI· 
best times ever in the fast RIT d d f JI d I I I a secon , an wa~ o owe iy a ha\l' been sl'lccled a~ thaca t North 
pool. After losing the opening fine 1-J effort by Basos and I College "Athletes of the Weck" I ~oni:r~ 
rel~y, l~haca garnered only two Townsend the JOU Free, as 13asos I for their performances during the The Dav Ai-lL'r 
pomts m the next two events, clocked a 5"" " 11·1,· l1cst ev"r ('o•·· · d f J I , · · · · · · 
• • • -·
0
, · • ~ • ' ·'·' i perm o anuary 8-2.,. It 1s the I hl' h11111lv 
with White and fownsend both . hb ·c.l • th· d f IC' · 'OU I · · · i ' 
. . . . gra e a ir or Ill - i second select 1011 lor each tlus l'cad1 Fuz1. 
placmg third despite good times , Back. In the 500 Free Co--:aptain l_~intc~--- _ _,J Light IJorses 
1.1·,\(;li(· 
\\'-L 
I 1-1 
10-2 
q_3 
7-'5 
~-7 
-l-X 
2-1 ll 
0-1 2 
h·I I\ I hL' ( ',JI 
Volk} h.111 
~.d L,·,1guc 
Pie Pa,·1fi,h 
PN all-,t .1r, 
S~wall,.1 Schull. 
S.S Ferne, 
T1w11t y Shug~ 
~ T.1knt1 lt1d, <It 
lJ-3 I 
7
-
5 1 Amenc.1n Lc.1!!Ul' 
7
·
5 i1'111k, 
h-/: i Schmuckcro1" 
-4-X '·1·1 Bl 
'-IO, IC UL'\ 
~-I ) I Bla..:k and (;!lid 
- ( : l"akott Tllll, 12 I 
\V-J IDclt:1 K.1ppa 12-0\ Phi Zappa 
10-2 
1 
:\IL\:\ Note,: 
-l-l 
2-h 
2-h 
JY..:L 
5-0 
4-0 
2-.:! 
1-3 
0-4 
0-4 
2-1 
2-1 
,_, 
2-3 
1-3 
U-1 
7-5 , Th l' h .1, kl' l hall plav-off 
/1-(1 t o LI r 11 ;1 Ill l' II t h C [? I 11 , W I t h 
h-6 I pr..:l1111111ary 1oumb on Fl·hruary 
-1-S ! IX. Qua1tcr 1111,Ji,-h·hruarv 22. 
3-'I I S l' rn i ~ - F l' h r II a r y 2 5 . · a n d 
0-12 I F1nab-i\larch I. ,\n All-star game 
, i, ~cheduled for \larch 4. 
\ A wrc~tlin~ tourn.iment 
W-1 111clud111g 10 weight <.:la~,es is 
10-0 J sd1cdult:d for Fchruary 17-18. If 
7-311nt..:r,:~1ed, contact IIL·rhert 
4-/1 Broadwell al l he \II A,\ offict:. 
3-7 , Individual or team entries will he 
0-10 I accepted. 
Wrestlers 
Top Delhi 
To Even 
Record 
STELLAR & KLH 
The Varsity Wrestling team 
evened up its record last week at 
2-2. with a 25-11 trouncing of 
Delhi Tech. The grapplers, who 
were supposed to wrestle 
Hart wick, but were deprived of a 
match with them due to an 
accident the Hart wick bus was 
involved in on their way to Ithaca, 
looked especially tough in the 
heavier weight classes, as they did 
not lose a match from I 58 on up. 
With the team score reading 11-6 
in favor of Delhi, (Ithaca's points 
being tallied by undefeated Bob 
Jo ncs ( I ::?6) and Ed Anderson 
(I 34 )), Captain Larry Wennogle 
got the Bombers rolling with a 
default win in the second period, 
to keep his dual meet record 
intact at 3-0-1, and his seasonal 
record at 7-0-1. 
At I 67, sophomore Dan I 
Erickson made his 1971 debut 
with a tough 4-0 victory over his I 
man. At 177, one half of Ithaca's 
fabulous freshman duo in the 
person of Paul Iacovelli soundly 
destroyed his Delhi opponent,· 
15-0. In the 190 bout, "Mean" 
Jack Greene, the other half of th~ 
IC' freshman 1-2 punch, looked 
very impressive with his 13-2 
triumph. Going into the 
heavyweight bout with IC ahead 
20-11, freshman Guy 
VanBenschotan, subbing for Dave 
Swett, put the icing on the cake 
with a second period pin. 
The J. V .. was less fortunate last 
week, as they bowed to Brockport 
State, ::?9-15, and Corning 
Community, 28-10, to e'ven their 
record at 2-2. Notable standouts· i 
for the J.V. have been Dale Nixon I 
(142) and Steve Kasyjanski {177).1 
The wrestlers will take on 
Mansfield State away this_ 
weekend, and will return home 11 
next Wednesday afternoon, 
February 3, to host Clarkson .. On ·1 
Saturday, February 6, the team 
will host Potsdam .. The Hartwick · 
~out has been rescheduled for 
Wednesday, February JO. 
OFFER YOU AN UNUSUAL 
0 PPO·RTU N ITV TO SAVE! 
' ANNOUNCES AUTHORIZED SAVINGS ON THEIR FAMOUS COMPACT MUSIC SYSTEMS. 
The KLH model 24 with Garrard automatic shut-off, tape jack. headphone jacks. and ~pcakcr 
switches provides real flexibility. 
NOW ONLY $279.9S 
The KLH Model 20 and the AM models are also on sale now at Stellar .. 
- --·-- .. -~ ... ,-,--.. -------
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FLY TO TROPICAL. 
NASSAU 
SPRING VACATION 8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS 
2 Flights to choose frolll, leaving froin JFK-Phil 
via 707 or DCB jet! 
Mar S-12 in groups from Boston U and Temple 
Mar 12-19 w. qroups from U. Penn & U. of Dele~ . 
$179 includes all these-
aco1nodations at Beach Front MONT AGO 
BEACH HOTEL FREE HAPPY HOUR EVERY 
EVENING,special discount rental on Illotorcycles, 
cars, sailing, scuba diving, and w-ater skiing. 
Price includes tips. 
Come and See what you'll be getting:. 
Free Color Flicks Thurs. Feb 4 7:30 Union Rec. Rm. 
Options: 
Flight only $99 
Breakfast & 7 course 
dinner daily $4S 
· for more info: 
CALL 274-3307 
or 277-0471 
aslc for Greg or Steve 
by STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE 
op•n only to IC students, l'cic, staff & f~ilies 
iiiiiiii.~ - - -- - - - -- - --~ -
